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Abstract Personalized delivery of multimedia content over

the Internet opens new business perspectives for future mul-

timedia applications and thus plays an important role in the

ongoing MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 multimedia standardization

efforts. Based on these standards, next-generation multime-

dia services will be able to automatically prepare the digital

content before delivery according to the client’s device ca-

pabilities, the network conditions, or even the user’s content

preferences. However, these services will have to deal with a

variety of different end user devices, media formats, as well

as with additional metadata when adapting the original media

resources. In parallel, an increasing number of commercial

or open-source media transformation tools will be available,

capable of exploiting such descriptive metadata or dealing

with new media formats; thus it is not realistic that a single

tool will support all possible transformations.

In this paper, we present a novel, fully knowledge-based

approach for building such multimedia adaptation services,

addressing the above mentioned issues of openness, exten-

sibility, and concordance with existing and upcoming stan-

dards. In our approach, the original media is transformed

in multiple adaptation steps performed by an extensible set

of external tools, where the construction of adequate adapta-

tion sequences is solved in an Artificial Intelligence planning
process. The interoperability issue is addressed by exploiting

standardized Semantic Web Services technology. This tech-

nology allows us to express tool capabilities and execution

semantics in a declarative and well-defined form. In this con-

text, existing multimedia standards serve as a shared domain

ontology.
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The presented approach was implemented and success-

fully evaluated in an official ISO/IEC MPEG (Moving Pic-
ture Experts Group) Core Experiment and is currently under

further evaluation by the standardization body.
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1. Introduction

The importance of multimedia content provisioning over the

Internet has been steadily increasing over the last years. The

most prominent application domains can, for instance, be

found in the entertainment sector and in the areas of dis-

tance education and online training. Quite naturally, the field

will continuously evolve as bandwidth limitations will be de-

creasing and new (mobile) end user devices will open new

opportunities for multimedia-based applications. In a tradi-

tional multimedia content provisioning architecture, the con-

tent, e.g., a video, is stored on one or more servers or network

nodes and streamed to the client in a certain data format and

encoding. However, the variety of the new end user devices,

user preferences, and other application-specific requirements

like mobility show that future multimedia environments must

be more flexible and adapt the content to the client’s needs

when transferring it over the network [5].

Figure 1 sketches this general trend towards increased

heterogeneity in multimedia content delivery over the

Internet, where the end-user devices significantly differ both

w.r.t. their features and capabilities (i.e., which content can

be consumed in which form and quality) as well as in the un-

derlying types of networks they are using (like LAN, WLAN,

GPRS, UMTS, etc.).
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Fig. 1 Multimedia provisioning
over the Internet

The following typical scenario shall illustrate why intel-

ligent server-side adaptation of resources is crucial in such

a heterogeneous environment. Typically, high quality video

streams are stored at multimedia servers in a given format.

In a situation, however, where the server receives a request

from a mobile user that uses a PDA (Personal Digital Assis-

tant) and a low-bandwidth wireless connection, it is of course

not reasonable to transfer the video in high quality or resolu-

tion, respectively, and leave the adaptation to the client. First,

transferring the large video file or “fat” stream would cause

higher network traffic while at the same time increasing the

user’s expenses when following a pay-per-byte accounting

model. In addition, client-side transformation would con-

sume a large portion of the limited processing power of the

handheld device.

Thus, an intelligent network node like a video server or

proxy will transform the video into an appropriate format

before sending or forwarding it to the client. The needed

transformation steps typically include scaling (e.g., spatial

adaptation of the presentation size, quality reduction, or

grey-scaling), transcoding (e.g., MPEG-2 to MPEG-1), or

modality conversion (e.g., video-to-image or image-to-text)

techniques.

Note that besides such basic transformations on the for-

mat or encoding level, future forms of multimedia consump-

tion will require even more complex types of adaptation.

A typical example is related to the personalization of the

content, e.g., based on MPEG-7 metadata [22]. This will,

for instance, include semantics-based selection or removal

of scenes from a movie or the selection of certain channels

from a live broadcast.

Another example can be found in the context of session
mobility, where active user sessions need to be maintained

while being switched between terminals. In such a scenario,

the adaptation strategy of the server has to be adjusted even

during a session, when the user, for instance, wants to transfer

the current video stream from a PC to a PDA.

These new challenges are being addressed by the ISO/IEC

standardization body in the emerging MPEG-21 standard [9],

which aims at defining a normative open framework for in-

teroperable multimedia applications involving all parties in

the multimedia delivery and consumption chain. Digital Item
Adaptation [18, 36] is a major part of this standardization

effort and provides mechanisms (normative description

schemes) that enable describing the adaptation problem, like

the terminal capabilities, the user preferences, or quality of

service (QoS) information pertaining to the media resources.

The implementation of the engine that actually performs the

required adaptation steps is left to tool vendors and is thus

beyond the scope of standardization.

There is, however, a specific requirement in that context

that is only marginally addressed in the current standard,

i.e., the multimedia framework “. . . shall support a conve-
nient and efficient way to concatenate multiple adaptation
steps” [7]. Therefore, in order to enable efficient treatment

and automatic construction of such transformation sequences

by an adaptation engine, we argue that mechanisms are

needed to express the semantics of the individual adapta-

tion steps. Note that it does not seem realistic that a single

software tool will be able to perform all required adaptation

steps for the various user preferences, terminal capabilities,

network characteristics, or even for the diverse set of cod-
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ing formats. Thus, we need a mechanism that is, on the

one hand, expressive enough for describing such adapta-

tions steps and is, on the other hand, independent from

their actual implementation. Then, interoperability among

tools of different vendors would become possible. In ad-

dition, an open and extensible approach has to be chosen,

such that changes in the general mechanism are not required

when new forms of adaptation emerge or new tools become

available.

In this paper, we present a novel, fully knowledge-based
framework for addressing the above-mentioned challenges.

Our approach adds declarative knowledge representation, AI-

based planning, and interoperable XML-based services to

the MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation framework. The main

features of this framework and the contributions of this work

can be summarized as follows.

“Planning” adaptation sequences. We view the problem

of determining and executing adequate adaptation sequences

as a classical state-space planning problem (see, e.g., [8]).

Starting with the description of a given multimedia resource,

the goal is to apply a set of transformation operations on

the resource such that the goal state is reached, in which

the media is finally converted into the format which maxi-

mizes the user’s experience for the given environment. Thus,

a knowledge-based approach will allow us to build adapta-

tion “services” that are capable of dealing with arbitrary sets

of transformation operations, media descriptions, and user

requirements.

Interoperable adaptation “services”. In order to ad-

dress the challenges of openness and interoperability with

existing and future tools and standards, we argue that Se-
mantic Web Services (see, e.g., [24]) can serve as the

key enabling technology in that context. The main chal-

lenge in the described problem setting is to find a com-

mon way (among tool vendors and content providers), for

the content itself, the adaptation tools, and the semantics
of the execution of transformation operations to be de-

scribed, which is a pre-requisite for the automated construc-

tion of meaningful adaptation sequences. As will be de-

scribed later in this paper, the new W3C-standardized1 lan-

guages from the field of Semantic Web Services like OWL-S2

exactly serve this purpose: they aim at providing a generic

and well-defined mechanism for describing the semantics of

method execution - in their case for Web services - in terms

of inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects.

Integration into MPEG-21. Besides a common language

for knowledge-representation, also a shared domain ontology
is needed, such that these descriptions are compatible, which

1 World Wide Web Consortium, see http://www.w3c.org
2 OWL-based Web Service Ontology, see, e.g., http://www.daml.
org/services/owl-s/

is currently a major challenge in most Semantic Web Ser-

vice applications. In our application domain of multimedia

provisioning, however, such a shared definition of terms and

concepts already exists in terms of the existing MPEG-7 and

MPEG-21 multimedia standards.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2 we present an example problem, discuss the pro-

posed planning approach, and give an architectural overview

of an experimental prototype implementation. Details of the

planner component and planning technology are discussed

in Section 3. In Section 4 we show how OWL-S can serve

as a knowledge representation mechanism for capturing the

semantics of external transformation tools and algorithms

and how existing MPEG standards serve as a shared domain

ontology. By discussing the results of an official ISO/IEC
MPEG Core Experiment, we show in Section 5 how our work

has been incorporated into the existing MPEG-21 Multime-

dia Framework enabling interoperability among different ap-

plications or vendors. In Section 6 we discuss related work

in the area. Finally, Section 7 concludes and gives an outlook

on future extensions.

2. Architectural overview and example problem

Figure 2 shows an overview of the architecture of an

intelligent multimedia adaptation server. We use the fol-

lowing MPEG terminology for describing the individual

components: a client requests a certain content (multime-
dia resources) from a multimedia server and also provides a

declarative description of its usage environment, i.e., device

capabilities, network conditions, and user preferences. This

description is contained in a Usage Environment Description

(UED) whose specification is part of the MPEG-21 Digital

Item Adaptation (DIA) standard [18, 36]. Together with the

multimedia resources, the media server stores descriptions

of the content and the available adaptation tools. The content
descriptions are expressed in terms of MPEG-7 [22] media

information metadata and contain information about, e.g.,

media encoding, color, or spatial resolution.

All these different types of metadata serve as the in-

put for the adaptation decision-taking engine which pro-

duces a sequence of appropriate transformation steps, i.e.,

an adaptation plan. The adaptation plan is then forwarded

to the adaptation engine which executes the required trans-

formation steps on the original resource according to the

adaptation plan and, thus, produces the adapted multimedia

resource (see Fig. 2).

As one major novelty, the process of constructing the adap-

tation plan is in our framework modeled as a classical state-

space planning problem (see, e.g., [8, 13]), where the descrip-

tion of the existing multimedia resource is the start state,

the functionality provided by existing media transformation
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Fig. 2 Architecture overview

tools corresponds to world-altering actions, and the usage

environment properties can be mapped to the goal state.

The following simple example illustrates our approach

and sketches how transformation steps, i.e., the possible ac-

tions of a plan, can be described in terms of inputs, outputs,

preconditions, and effects (IOPE) and how a suitable adap-

tation plan for a given problem is constructed. For sake of

better readability and comprehensible semantics, we will use

a simplified logic notation instead of the XML representation

used by MPEG. The actual XML representation for spatial

scaling will be shown in Section 5. In the example, an MPEG-
4 Advanced Simple Profile encoded color video with a certain

resolution (640 × 480) is stored on a server. The existing re-

source can thus be described by the following logical facts3:

coding format(mpeg 4 ASP).

color domain(true).

frame size(640, 480).

When a client (e.g., some sort of PDA) sends a request

for the video, it also transmits a description of its termi-

nal’s capabilities (MPEG-1 decoding, no color, small display

size).4

decoding capabilities(mpeg 1).

color capabilities( false).

display size(320, 240).

Let us assume that the adaptation steps grey scaling and spa-
tial scaling are available—among others, such as encoding

and decoding—in an existing image transformation toolkit

(e.g., software library) and Application Programming Inter-

3 These descriptions are contained in MPEG-7 metatdata.
4 These usage environment descriptions are expressed using MPEG-21
metadata formats.

face (API). Note that the adaptation operations as described

in the following, are performed on a single image of a video.

The decomposition of a video into frames is done by another

tool executed by the adaptation engine. The inputs, outputs,

preconditions, and effects can thus be described as shown in

Fig. 3.5

A corresponding plan can be computed by a standard state-

space planner and is also listed in Fig. 3, where “fb1” to “fb5”

(“frame buffer”) are the unified variables.

Note that when multiple steps are required, a handle to

the partially adapted content has to be forwarded from one

adaptation tool to the next. The appropriate forwarding of

(pointers to) the partially adapted resource is also part of

the plan, e.g., the output of step 1 of the plan (decode) is

contained in variable “fb2,” which is then used as an input in

the next step (spatialscale). During plan execution—which

involves the invocation of (external) tools—this information

is then automatically evaluated to correctly parameterize the

transformation tools.

In general, using the IOPE approach and a logic language

for modeling the functionality of adaptation services has two

main advantages. First, the general approach is simple to

comprehend and has a defined, commonly agreed semantic

such that the automated composition of action sequences

is possible. Second, the approach is flexible, since the core

planner operates on arbitrary symbols, such that new types

of predicates or new actions can be easily added when they

are available without changing the implementation.

Another interesting aspect in our problem domain is

that the level of detail of the functional descriptions of

available adaptation services can vary. In the example given,

5 In fact there is actually no means in current MPEG standards to express
this sort of knowledge.
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Fig. 3 An example
transformation plan

each action is an atomic, single-step picture transforma-

tion. This fine-granular specification is reasonable in cases

when, e.g., open-source transcoding software like FFMPEG

or ImageMagick6 should be used in the adaptation engine.

In such a scenario, the adaptation chain and the execution

plan is composed of API calls to a local media processing li-

brary, showing that existing libraries can easily be integrated.

On the other hand, as newer standards for semantic con-

tent annotation like MPEG-7 are increasingly established in

commercial environments, specialized software companies

will be able to provide such advanced adaptation function-

ality as (pay-)services for their clients. With the approach

described in this paper, however, the potential distributed na-

ture of the individual services is transparent for the adaptation

engine.

In our specific problem setting, the IOPE model-

ing approach can also serve as a means for address-

ing further domain-specific challenges: First, as sketched

in the example, frame width and height are used for

describing the size of the existing resource; the client’s ter-

minal capabilities, however, are described in terms of the

display size, i.e., vertical and horizontal resolution as will be

shown later in the MPEG XML fragments. Such a situation

is quite common in the problem domain, as for instance dif-

ferent multimedia standards are involved. However, we can

address this problem as described in the example, i.e., the on-

tological mapping between those terms or other (mathemat-

6 http://ffmpeg.sourceforge.net, http://www.imagemagick.org

ical) relations can be explicitly modeled using preconditions

and effects of the actions.

As a second side aspect, adaptation is not necessarily lim-

ited to the transformation of the media resource itself, but

the same mechanism can be utilized to transform the accom-

panying (semantic) content descriptions, if this is needed by

the client. In other words, in the adaptation process also the

metadata may be updated correctly.

3. The planner component—implementation and
evaluation

3.1. Implementation

In order to demonstrate the general feasibility of our ap-

proach, we have implemented a prototype system that sup-

ports all the required steps in the process in basic form. This

includes parsing and analysis of the available MPEG meta-

data documents, plan construction and execution, and an ed-

itor for semantically annotating the available transformation

tools.

At the core of this prototype system developed in the

ISO/IEC MPEG Core Experiment, we use a light-weight

Prolog realization of a standard means-ends planner with

goal regression (see, e.g., [8]). Upon a client’s request for a

multimedia resource, the first task of the surrounding frame-

work (implemented in Java) is to set up the problem space

for the planner. The set of available transformation tools

that correspond to planning actions remains stable over a
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longer period of time and can be pre-loaded once upon server

startup. Therefore, the main task is to parse and evaluate

the MPEG-compliant metadata containing the resource de-

scriptions as well as the usage environment that accompany

the request. The information contained in those descriptions

is then converted into Prolog facts that represent the start

and goal states of the problem. We use a straightforward

translation scheme that uniquely maps the metadata elements

to Prolog predicates by exploiting the XML tree structure.

An example of such metadata documents can be found in

Section 4.

The actual invocation of existing external tools like the

open source transcoding tools FFMPEG or ImageMagick

can be performed in our current framework in three dif-

ferent forms. The most interoperable form is based on a

Web Service interface (see later sections) which represents

a programming-language independent invocation format. In

addition, our framework is able to invoke locally available

tools that implement a defined Java interface. When integrat-

ing such tools, we use appropriate wrapper classes that are

dynamically loaded by the adaptation server at run-time. Fi-

nally, a dynamic invocation mechanism for fast C/C++ im-

plementations with some restrictions has been implemented

(see [20]).

In summary, the main advantage of the declarative plan-

ning approach lies in the fact that the reasoning engine is

able to work with arbitrary sets of predicate symbols. Con-

sequently, the introduction of new types of predicates, i.e.,

usage environment or content descriptions, does not require

modifications in the planning algorithm. Therefore, the ap-

proach is robust against typical changes in the problem do-

main when, e.g., new media formats, codecs, or standardized

metadata become available over time.

As a matter of fact, the employed search algorithm is prov-

ably sound and complete and will find a transformation plan

if such a plan exists. Although we cannot automatically check

the correctness of the semantic descriptions of transforma-

tion tools in general, we can at least check whether the set

of predicate symbols is valid, i.e., that the used predicate

symbols correspond to terms that are defined in the domain

ontology formed by the MPEG standards. Nonetheless, in

the error case when undefined symbols are used in an action

description, the planner will produce no plans that contain

such actions and rather try to reach the goal state with the

help of other transformation actions.

3.2. Evaluation

The major aspects to be considered in the evaluation of the

presented system are running-times for plan construction and

the quality of the produced plans. We deliberately did not

consider the time needed for performing a single step of the

actual low-level adaptation of the resources themselves, as

this is done by external, highly optimized tools which is not

within the scope of our work. As such, it is not relevant for

our purposes, whether we evaluate the system with simple

operations only (like grey-scaling or spatial-scaling as in our

examples) or complex, time-consuming transformations like

decoding and re-encoding of whole video streams.

If we look at the plan construction process, the complex-

ity of state-space planning problems is well-understood and

has been discussed in detail, e.g., in [10]. In the context of

our work, the actual complexity of the search problem there-

fore mainly depends on the length of the required plans and

on the number of available actions. With respect to the first

issue, the experiments we made so far suggest that the typi-

cal length of the required transformation sequences remains

rather short, i.e., it generally does not exceed five to seven

steps. In many cases, complex transformation operations

(like content selection) are typically done by a single external

tool and thus appear only as a single step in the adaptation

plan.

On the other hand, we expect that also the number of

available actions (i.e., external transformation operations)

will be limited in concrete instantiations of the system, as

we do not assume that alternative tools will be embedded

for performing a certain type of resource modification. As

a result, in our tests that involved around twenty different

transformation actions, plans of such a length could be com-

puted in a few milliseconds for all cases where a plan ex-

ists. Furthermore, the non-optimized planner implementa-

tion needs less than one second to determine that no such

plan exists. Note that in general there are no hard real-time

restrictions for plan generation in our application scenario

because once a transformation plan is computed it is valid

for a long time during video streaming. The costly operations

are typically the transformation itself or the establishment of

streaming sessions, in particular when network conditions

change or session mobility is involved, i.e., when during re-

source consumption a session is migrated to another end user

device.

The evaluation of further examples dealing with other real-

world problems is part of our ongoing work and will be done

in particular in the context of the envisioned embedding of

our framework in a distributed multimedia system including

content authoring, retrieval, delivery, and personalization.

Nonetheless, at the current state we can already mention

the following possible performance improvements for our

implementation, which were beyond the scope of our first

prototype.

Planning time. First, there have been significant advances

in the field of AI-based planning over the last years which

made the state-space planning approach suitable for large

real-world problems (see, e.g., [4, 6]. Consequently, the run-

ning times for plan construction in our framework can be
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strongly reduced without conceptual changes solely by the

usage of more elaborated planning algorithms. The integra-

tion of such a high-performance planning engine and the

usage of the de-facto standard PDDL-2 (Planning Domain

Description Language) [13] for internally representing the

planning problems is thus part of our current work. Other

performance improvements can be reached more simply with

the means of, e.g., a plan cache: once a plan is computed, we

can store this plan together with the client’s preferences and

the media content description and access the plan immedi-

ately once a similar request is received without searching for

a new plan at all. Even more, in cases where only some pa-

rameters like the network conditions change, we do not nec-

essarily have to compute a new adaptation plan from scratch

but can rather try to update an existing plan with the new

parameters.

Quality of plans. The general challenge with respect to

plan quality is that there may be several possible plans to

reach the same goal. While we consider the selection of al-

ternative tools for the same transformation step as a minor

problem, the effectiveness of the produced plans can heav-

ily depend on the order of the transformation steps. As an

example, for performance reasons it is reasonable to reduce

the video’s size before the color is reduced, although the

inverse order would also result in the same desired video

format.

In the current implementation, we tackle this problem by

introducing search heuristics into the knowledge base. Based

on this additional information, we can steer the search strat-

egy of the underlying planner which exploits the annotated

priorities of each action every time a plan step has to be se-

lected. While this approach helps us to improve the plan qual-

ity in many cases—in particular for standard operations—the

resulting plans may still be sub-optimal with respect to execu-

tion efficiency, as there is no global optimization. Therefore

we are currently investigating how we can introduce gen-

eral concepts for expressing such search and optimization

strategies as well as heuristics into our framework. In par-

ticular, we see opportunities in re-using and extending the

already existing mechanisms for providing adaptation hints
in the context of Adaptation QoS [18] (see Section 6). The

principal advantage of this approach is that it is already part

of the current MPEG-21 standard; the expressiveness of the

provided mechanisms is however limited and could be insuf-

ficient for our purposes.

Another interesting option we are evaluating is to use an

additional ontology with a high expressiveness for modeling

domain rules and heuristics for improving plan quality. In

that context, we also want to be able to cope with situations

where no plan can be found that exactly produces the desired

format. In these cases, we need mechanisms for defining how

acceptable solutions for the client look like. The applicability

of an approach based on domain ontologies for a similar

multimedia adaptation problem was, for instance, already

demonstrated in [30]. The interoperability with the MPEG-

21 Digital Item Adaptation standard, however, is still an open

issue.

3.3. Integration with other systems

The work presented in this paper aims at providing a core

framework for building intelligent and flexible adaptation

engines that can be used within larger multimedia systems.

Currently, we are participating in the CoCOMA project car-

ried out within the EU-funded DELOS Network of Excel-

lence,7 which focuses on the integration of content-based
multimedia retrieval in digital libraries, and on the deliv-

ery and consumption of the retrieved multimedia data. The

project aims at providing users of digital library systems with

intelligent and personalized retrieval capabilities for large

media collections.

The objective of this project is therefore also to develop

an end-to-end system that integrates the various technologies

and frameworks that are needed for personalized content de-

livery like, for instance, metadata extraction [12] or multi-

media authoring [3]. As such, this project will serve as an

appropriate testbed for further evaluation of the applicability

and interoperability of our approach.

4. Semantic service descriptions

At the current stage of the standardization process,

the MPEG-21 framework does not yet provide normative

mechanisms for describing the semantics of available trans-

formation tools, which is a major pre-requisite for intelligent

construction of multi-step adaptation sequences. Within this

section, we will now discuss the specific requirements for

such a knowledge representation mechanism and show how

Semantic Web Service technology can serve as a suitable

means for capturing the semantics of such transformation

tools and operations.

In the field of knowledge-based planning, PDDL-2

(Planning Domain Description Language) [13] is nowadays

well-established as the standard knowledge representation

language. It has been shown that the expressiveness of this

language is sufficient to cover a wide range of application and

problem domains. Nonetheless, besides expressiveness con-

siderations, there are specific aspects in our problem setting

to be taken into account:� At the moment, there is limited awareness of PDDL-2

outside the Artificial Intelligence and planning communi-

ties, which can potentially hamper the acceptance of such

7 http://www.delos.info/
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Fig. 4 Overview and scope of the MPEG-21 DIA standard.

a language. In addition, the logic-based notation does not

really comply with the current trends in open, Web-based

systems, where XML-based technology is now state of

the art.� Even more importantly, the chosen representation mecha-

nism for describing tool semantics has to be combined and

interoperate with the representation format that is used in

the existing XML-based ISO/IEC standards MPEG-7 and

MPEG-21. This particularly holds since we want to directly

use these standards as a shared domain ontology, i.e., we

want to guarantee that only a defined set of terms and sym-

bols are used for describing tool execution semantics.� Finally, such a language still needs to have precise and

well-defined semantics such that the automatic composi-

tion of meaningful, multi-step transformation sequences

is possible.

With respect to the problem of interoperability with the

existing multimedia standards, a closer look at these stan-

dards is needed. At the current state of standardization of

Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) within the MPEG-21 frame-

work, the normative part is mainly limited to the tools

that have to be used for describing, e.g., the user’s prefer-

ences, his/her usage environment or QoS information on

the media resources. These descriptions are provided in

terms of XML documents. The actual engines that perform

the adaptation of the content are non-normative and the

implementation is left to vendors of adaptation components

(see Fig. 4).

However, this current DIA approach does not account for

cross-system reuse and interoperability of existing adaptation

tools as required in our approach. If a provider of an online

adaptation service wants to integrate an existing transforma-

tion tool or algorithm, the semantics of executing a tool’s

method must be hand-coded into the logic of the internal,

non-standardized adaptation engine. As a consequence, we

have the problem that the adaptation server’s core has to be

changed each time a new tool is available or the standards

are extended. In addition, there are no guarantees that the

manually engineered tool semantics corresponds to the real

semantics encoded in the tool.

Therefore, the scope of standardization has to be extended

to include such standardized mechanisms for capturing the

semantics of transformation operations as specified in [33].

In the near future, such descriptions could be even provided

by the tool and algorithm providers themselves, if we think of

highly specialized content provisioning services like person-

alized live-streams as a new business model. However, there

is still agreement that the internal implementation of adapta-

tion engines in the sense of MPEG-21 should not be within

the scope of the standards, e.g., whether a planning engine

is used for construction of the transformation sequences or

not.

In following subsections, we will give a short introduction

to the ideas of Semantic Web Services and basic terminology

before we show how this knowledge representation scheme

can serve our purposes and can be smoothly integrated with

the domain ontology formed by the MPEG standards.

4.1. Semantic web services

The idea of the Semantic Web [2] is to have resources avail-

able on the Web that can be retrieved by content and not

by keyword [32] and can also be automatically accessed by

software applications or agents. Services in that context are

specific “resources” where the invocation of such a service

typically results in a world-altering action, like the sale of

a book. In order to facilitate these new forms of using the

Web, the available resources have to be semantically anno-

tated, which leads to the development of new markup lan-

guages. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [23, 32] is the

most prominent approach having the status of a W3C rec-

ommendation. Languages like OWL can be both used for

creating ontologies for a domain as well as for the semantic

description of particular Web sites.

If we look at service-type resources, the envisioned au-

tomation in the Semantic Web means that we need annotation

mechanisms such that software agents can, e.g., search for

appropriate services, invoke them with the required param-

eters, or even compose a complex transaction from several

distributed services. A typical example from the domain of

travel planning is described in [24], where a complete travel

arrangement requires the invocation of multiple services like

making a hotel reservation or booking a flight. These require-

ments are currently addressed in OWL-based Web Service

Ontology (OWL-S) [32], which constitutes a general ontol-

ogy for the domain of services.

Automatic service composition and interoperation are the

most important aspects with respect to our problem domain

of intelligent multimedia adaptation. (Other OWL-S features

related to organizational aspects, e.g., service registration

and publication, are not discussed in this paper.) In order to
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Fig. 5 Fragment of an MPEG-7
video description.

support these tasks, OWL-S comprises mechanisms to de-

scribe the functionality of a service in terms of a description

of the transformation that is caused when a service is invoked.

In particular, with OWL-S one can declaratively describe

the inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects (IOPE) of

a service. As already mentioned, this particular IOPE ap-

proach is also widely used for planning tasks in Artificial

Intelligence.

Currently, OWL-S 1.1 does not yet specify the rule lan-

guage to be used for describing conditions or outputs of ac-

tions. Different candidates like Semantic Web Rule Language

(SWRL)8 are currently evaluated and will soon be part of

OWL-S, because such a common language with defined se-

mantics is crucial for interoperability. However, for our prob-

lem domain we feel that in typical cases no unusual require-

ments on the expressiveness of the language should arise that

are not within the scope of the current proposals.

In our opinion, one of the most important aspects that can

hamper the usage of Semantic Web Services is the problem

of having a shared domain ontology. If we think again of

the well-known travel planning problem, automatic service

composition can only be done if all participants not only use

the same terms like “hotel reservation”, but also associate the

same meaning with that term. Semantic markup languages

like OWL (or its predecessor DAML+OIL9) only provide

a common infrastructure for defining, integrating, and rea-

soning about such ontologies, but cannot solve the problem

of agreeing on a domain-specific ontology in a community.

8 http://www.w3.org/Submission/2004/SUBM-SWRL-20040521/
9 http://www.daml.org

In fact, even for well-understood domains like business-

to-business electronic commerce or electronic supply-chain

management, several competing pseudo-standards for XML-

based data exchange emerged.10 In our domain, however,

such a common understanding can be reached by interpret-

ing the existing MPEG standards as the common basis to be

used for describing the functionality and semantics of the

adaptation services.

4.2. Multimedia standards as domain ontology

Multimedia standards like MPEG-7 or MPEG-21 precisely

specify the way multimedia resources and usage environ-

ments (e.g., terminal and network capabilities) can be anno-

tated with additional information. XML Schema11 technol-

ogy is extensively used in these standards as the specification

language for the shared vocabulary. Specific media resources

are annotated with document instances that correspond to that

standardized schema. Figure 5 shows an example of how a

video resource is annotated in MPEG-7; in particular it de-

scribes the parameters color domain, encoding format, and

the frame size, which we used in the planning example of

Section 2. The MPEG-21 DIA description of the end device

used in the planning example is shown in Fig. 6; in particular

it describes the terminal’s resolution as well as its decoding

and color capabilities.

Although not explicitly mentioned as such, the definitions

in the relevant MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 standards parts ([15]

10 http://www.ebxml.org/
11 http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
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Fig. 6 MPEG-21 DIA description of a terminal with certain display
capabilities.

and [18, 36]) implicitly form a precise ontology for the multi-

media domain. The dimensions and corresponding syntacti-

cal structures in which a resource can be annotated are strictly

defined. The intended semantics of the terms is specified in

natural language. In the examples above, the colorDomain
attribute describes the color domain of the video, and the

frame size of 640 × 480 pixels is indicated by the width and

height attributes. The resolution and color capabilities of the

rendering device are described by the horizontal and vertical
attributes and the colorCapable attribute, respectively. Please

note that such a rendering device could support multiple res-

olutions; the resolution mode currently used is indicated by

the Boolean activeResolution attribute.

For our multi-step adaptation problem, the representation

mechanism for the resource descriptions (MPEG-7) and the

client preferences (MPEG-21) is therefore already given. At

the moment, the language to be used for describing the se-

mantics of the transformation services is not within the scope

of OWL-S. Quite obviously, the concepts that are used in pre-

conditions and effects of the services have to correspond to

those that are used in the relevant MPEG standards. In Sec-

tion 5, we will show, by discussing the results of a ISO/IEC
MPEG Core Experiment, how these requirements can be met

by integrating the different technologies and representation

mechanisms on the technical level.

Because the rule language is not yet standardized in OWL-

S, we have chosen the current version of SWRL for evaluation

purposes in our prototypical implementation. We describe

inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects in SWRL nota-

tion which is then automatically transformed to an internal,

logic-based format which can be exploited by a Prolog-based

planning engine. Our experiments show that the complexity

of the conditions and expressions that we need for describ-

ing a transformation service is typically very limited and the

usage of simple facts is sufficient in most cases. The same

also holds for a potential extension of the approach for the

problem of Digital Rights Management (DRM)12: if some

transformations, like the extraction of the audio stream from

a movie, require particular rights, such information can be

easily incorporated in our approach and encoded in the pre-

conditions of the transformation functions.

Overall, we are optimistic that the rule language that is de-

veloped for OWL-S will be expressive enough for our prob-

lem domain and that compatibility of our prototype can be

reached by transforming the descriptions on the syntactical

level. Note that a full re-implementation of the MPEG stan-

dards with the representation means of OWL-S is in principle

possible and would allow for a consistent usage of OWL tech-

nology throughout. As a side effect, such an approach would

in our opinion also improve the comprehensibility and clarity

of the standards. A first step in that direction can be the con-

struction of an OWL-based ontology for the domain, which

can serve as accompanying material that can be used for con-

structing the semantics descriptions for adaptation services.

5. Integrating the MPEG-21 multimedia framework
and semantic web technology

In this section we present how the MPEG-21 Multimedia

Framework and Semantic Web technology can be integrated

following our knowledge-based adaptation decision-taking

approach. Therefore, we present how our approach has been

implemented in the course of an official ISO/IEC MPEG

Core Experiment (CE), and how it has been integrated into

the multimedia framework utilizing OWL-S and SWRL, in

particular, into the so-called Conversions and Permissions
amendment [33] of MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation (DIA)

[18, 36]. Before going into the details and results of this

effort, we give a brief overview of the related MPEG-21

goals, concepts, and parts.

In recent years, researchers within the multimedia com-

munity have developed technologies and standards to ad-

dress some of the issues described in the previous sections,

in support of what is generally referred to as Universal Mul-

timedia Access (UMA) [34]. In order to create the big pic-

ture of how these different technologies and standards fit

together, the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)13 de-

cided to standardize the MPEG-21 Multimedia Framework

12 Open Mobile Alliance (http://www.openmobilealliance.org) and
Digital Media Project (http://www.chiariglione.org/project)
13 http://www.chiariglione.org/mpeg
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[9] with the ultimate goal to support users during the ex-

change, access, consumption, trade, or other manipulation

of so-called Digital Items in an efficient, transparent, and in-

teroperable way. A Digital Item (DI) is defined as a structured

digital object with a standard representation, identification,

and metadata. It acts as the fundamental unit of distribution

and transaction within this framework. In practice, a Digital

Item is a structured XML-based container format of one or

more multimedia resources and associated metadata.

The MPEG-21 parts relevant for our work are briefly intro-

duced in the following. MPEG-21 DIA [18] aims to achieve

interoperable transparent access to (distributed) advanced

multimedia content by shielding users from network and ter-

minal installation, management, and implementation issues.

In order to reach this goal, the adaptation of Digital Items

is required. Furthermore, Amendment 1 to DIA [33] entitled

Conversions and Permissions enables finer-grained control

over the changes that can occur when playing, modifying, or

adapting Digital Items and their resources. One major part of

this amendment comprises conversions in terms of adapta-

tion operations a terminal is capable of, as well as adaptation

operations suggested by certain users within the multime-

dia delivery chain in case DI adaptation is required. In our

work, however, we focus on the former type of conversions,

i.e., the conversion capabilities. For the different types of

conversions we use the MPEG-21 Rights Data Dictionary

(RDD) [17] which provides a non-exhaustive but compre-

hensive set of multimedia related terms and definitions. Ad-

ditionally, such RDD terms can be further refined and spe-

cialized through pre-defined extensibility mechanisms. Note

that according to the basic guideline of MPEG-21, i.e., to

fill the gap between existing standards and to specify only

the minimum that is required for the sake of interoperabil-

ity, this amendment provides only the basic framework for

describing such conversions. As such, the actual descrip-

tion of specific conversion operations, e.g., spatial scaling of

images, is not a normative part of this amendment but can

be easily incorporated due to its open and extensible design.

Fortunately, the Semantic Web technologies like OWL-S and

SWRL provide mechanisms for describing such specific con-

version operations which can make use of terms as specified

in existing MPEG standards, i.e., our shared domain ontol-
ogy. Therefore, the integration has been carried out in both

directions:

1. OWL-S → MPEG-21. Specific conversion descriptions

can be included in MPEG-21 descriptions, e.g., as terminal

capabilities as shown in Fig. 7.

2. MPEG-21 → OWL-S. MPEG-21 syntax and semantics

are referenced from within OWL-S descriptions, e.g., file

format, display resolution, or the actual type of conversion

as shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

Figure 7 shows a conversion description describing an

adaptation operation (spatial scaling of an image) which the

adaptation engine is capable of performing, as an MPEG-21

terminal capability and as a service profile of OWL-S.

The semantics of this description is as follows:� The DIA description describes the conversion capabilities

of a terminal.� In this case, OWL-S is used for describing the actual con-

version capabilities which is possible due to the extensible

design of the MPEG-21 DIA schema.� MPEG-21 Rights Data Dictionary (RDD) serves as

the shared domain ontology providing a specialized

term for spatial scaling of rectangular images. As

such, interoperability is guaranteed. Note that the actual

RDD term is referenced through the profileHierar-

chy:SpatialScaleRectangularImage tag where its

prefix will be resolved to urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:

01-RDD-NS, the standardized MPEG-21 RDD universal

resource name (URN). For better human readability, the

full reference to the RDD term is included within the pro-

file:serviceName tag.� For this kind of spatial scaling operation, an image as

well as the resulting width and height as inputs are

required which results in the adapted version of the in-

put image as output. The current width and height of

the input image are obtained from its associated MPEG-7

description.

The actual service model, i.e., how it works, is referenced

from within theowl:Ontology tag and is excerpted in Fig. 8,

i.e., only preconditions and effects are shown:� MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 terms are referenced from within

the owlx:Class and owlx:Individual tags.� According to the preconditions only bitmap images are

accepted.� Furthermore, it shows how the display’s horizontal and

vertical resolutions are mapped onto the image’s width

and height by referencing terms from MPEG-7 and

MPEG-21.� Finally, the output format of the image is defined which is

the same as the input format, i.e., bitmap.

More details are given in [19].

So far we have concentrated on how MPEG-21 and

Semantic Web technology can be integrated. Figure 9

illustrates the big picture, i.e., the architecture, of an

MPEG-21 DIA compliant multi-step capable knowledge-

based adaptation engine. The user requests a multime-

dia resource which she/he wants to consume with a max-

imum user experience. Together with the context Dig-
ital Item including the usage environment description

(e.g., color capabilities, resolution, or decoding capabil-

ities of the rendering device as shown in Fig. 6) it
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Fig. 7 MPEG-21 DIA
description of a terminal capable
of performing spatial scaling of
rectangular images

forms one input to the adaptation engine. The requested

resource and its associated metadata (e.g., MPEG-7

metadata describing the characteristics of the multimedia

content such as color domain, resolution, or coding for-

mat as shown in Fig. 5), which is referred to as the

content Digital Item, constitutes the other input to the

adaptation engine. The Digital Item Adaptation engine it-

self consists of two major parts which are the adapta-

tion decision-taking engine and the resource/description

adaptation engine. Additionally, a list of conversion pro-

grams described by MPEG-21 terminal capabilities utiliz-

ing OWL-S and SWRL is maintained by the adaptation en-

gine. Please note that these conversion programs are possi-

bly distributed over several physical adaptation nodes from

different tool vendors. The adaptation decision-taking en-
gine computes an adaptation plan based on the MPEG-7
content description of the original resource, the MPEG-21
UED, and the conversion descriptions of the available

conversion programs. The adaptation plan is then for-

warded to the resource/description adaptation engine which

applies the individual conversion programs according to

the adaptation plan on the original multimedia content.

As a result, an adapted content Digital Item compris-

ing the adapted multimedia content and the adapted con-
tent description is produced and forwarded to the user

where it is consumed according to the current usage

environment.

By using standardized description formats as a shared do-

main ontology we have shown how our knowledge-based

multimedia framework enables interoperability among dif-

ferent users within the multimedia delivery chain, e.g., con-

sumers, producers, and network operators. As such, the

framework can serve as a basis for deploying and distribut-

ing independent adaptation services in open markets and

environments.

6. Related work

Due to the integrative nature of our approach, there are

quite many different research fields that are related to our

work. We will therefore only focus on recent, representa-

tive examples in the different areas and structure our dis-

cussion along the following main lines: multimedia adap-

tation systems and low-level media adaptation, Semantic
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Fig. 8 Preconditions and effects of the spatial scaling operation.

Web (Services) technology, and ontologies in multimedia

applications.

6.1. Multimedia adaptation systems

Server-side adaptation of resources is well established in the

area of distributed multimedia systems, mostly in order to

cope with the real-time requirements of continuous media.

For an overview, refer to [14], for instance.

While most research in that area for a long time focused

on proprietary low-level bitstream adaptation mechanisms, it

was only recently that work was reported which exploits the

new metadata possibilities of the emerging MPEG standards;

examples are the ViTooKi14 Video Tool Kit project [5, 28] or

the work described in [31].

Comparable to our work, ViTooKi provides an architec-

ture for an adaptive proxy for audio/visual streams capable

of adapting multimedia resources according to terminal capa-

14 http://vitooki.sourceforge.net/

bilities (display size and color capabilities) and network char-

acteristics (available bandwidth). For the adaptation process,

the concept of adaptor chains is introduced which enables the

concatenation of several adaptation steps [28]. Such adaptor

chains are dynamically instantiated at runtime according to

the usage environment. In that work, the adaptation process

is mainly steered by the MPEG-7 VariationSet Description
Scheme which can be used to provide hints as to when to

apply an adaptation and which algorithm to use.

In contrast to our knowledge-based approach, the con-

struction process for adequate adaptation chains in ViTooKi
is not automated in the sense that these chains are intelli-

gently assembled from semantically-enriched tool descrip-

tions. Rather, they rely on a set of pre-defined, manually

engineered adaptation chains, which are looked up dynam-

ically at run-time. When the adaptation chain is executed,

the corresponding external tools like those contained in the

FFMPEG library are parameterized and executed. Again, the

set of such external tools and algorithms is manually engi-

neered and the existing chains possibly have to be revised
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Fig. 9 MPEG-21 DIA
compliant multi-step capable
knowledge-based adaptation
engine using OWL-S and
SWRL.

when a new tool is introduced to the framework, which is not

necessary in our approach.

Currently, we are working on a detailed analysis of how

our approach can be integrated into the architecture and in-

frastructure provided within the ViTooKi project, in particular

since this framework implements additional features like in-

telligent video caching mechanisms.

6.2. Low-level media adaptation

Bitstream Syntax Description (BSD) is a low-level adaptation

mechanism which is also covered by the current MPEG-21

DIA standard. Basically, BSD is an additional metadata layer

that can be used to describe the high-level structure of a

media bitstream. A BSD can be used to perform manip-

ulations directly on the bitstream without requiring costly

decoding or encoding operations. BSD is designed to be

used together with Adaptation QoS [18, 36], another tool de-

fined within the MPEG-21 framework which enables users

(primarily content producers) to describe quality of service

(QoS) trade-offs. Adaptation QoS specifies the relationship

between environmental (e.g., terminal and network) con-

straints, media quality, and feasible adaptation operations.

For example, a constraint could be the limitation of the net-

work throughput on the path to the client. Adaptation of a

video in this case could be accomplished by performing op-

erations like, e.g., frame dropping, coefficient dropping, or

wavelet-based reduction, which would lead to changes in

the quality of the multimedia stream. Consequently, Adapta-

tion QoS is useful to hint adaptation nodes to meet given

constraints with regard to the quality of the adaptation

result.

We see our work as more general and on a higher layer

than BSD and Adaptation QoS. BSD could be one adap-

tation step in the presented architecture, providing a fast

adaptation mechanism for compressed media streams. Fur-

thermore, Adaptation QoS could be integrated into our ap-

proach, providing a basis for deriving a heuristic used by the

planner to find, e.g., the best adaptation steps with regard to

quality.

Similarly to BSD-based media stream adaptation,

transcoding techniques and systems as covered, e.g., in [35]

for videos, could be employed as building blocks (individual

adaptation steps) in our higher-level architecture.

6.3. Semantic web services

The extension of the ideas of the Semantic Web to the services
domain is still in its early phases, and the standardization

process for the required markup languages within the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an ongoing progress. On

the research side, most efforts are currently spent on mecha-

nisms and algorithms for intelligent service discovery, com-

position, and execution, but there are only very few reports

on real-world applications that already exploit these new

possibilities.

One of the currently few examples is described in the In-

dustrial Track of the 2004 International Semantic Web Con-

ference15: Lopez et al. [11] report on an application from

the financial domain, where an intelligent Notification Agent
manages alerts when critical financial situations arise by au-

tomatically discovering and selecting customer notification

services. Comparable to our approach, they base parts of their

framework on a commonly-agreed ontology (i.e., standard)

in the domain, in their case the IFX financial standard.16 In

contrast to our approach, they use Description Logics [32]

as the language for describing services and a proprietary

mechanism to describe and execute composite, multi-step

services.

15 http://iswc2004.semanticweb.org/
16 http://www.ifxforum.org/.
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Another Semantic Web Services application, although

from the academic environment, is reported in [29]. The

myCampus environment aims at extending the nowadays

relatively simple infotainment services available for mo-
bile users by providing higher levels of automation and

the development of services that respect the context in

which users operate. The main similarity to our approach

lies in the fact that the authors aim at personalized de-

livery of (multimedia) content for different usage environ-

ments, both with respect to hardware as well as software;

in addition, they also use AI-based planning technology for

the construction of composite services. In contrast to our

work, however, they rely on proprietary, domain-specific

ontologies for service annotations whereas we use the

commonly-agreed multimedia standards as shared domain

ontology.

6.4. Ontologies in multimedia applications

Up to now, Semantic Web technology was not broadly used

in the field of current multimedia-related research. Still, there

are a few reports (like [1, 25, 26] or [21]) that aim at exploit-

ing the advantages of joining current MPEG technology for

describing multimedia content with the shared knowledge

representation provided by Semantic Web technology.

In [21], for instance, an approach towards automated,

knowledge-assisted content analysis for multimedia re-

sources is described. This work shows how domain specific

ontologies can be used for narrowing the semantic gap that

arises when concepts and objects should be automatically

extracted without human intervention from image or spatio-

temporal features. Semantic Web technology is used as a

representation mechanism for modeling additional domain-

specific knowledge with the side intention that general,

domain-independent, knowledge representation and rea-

soning mechanisms from arbitrary other domains can be

re-used.

The SCULPTEUR project described in [1] is an approach

where ontologies are serving as integrating technology for

advanced concept, metadata, and content browsing and re-

trieval in the domain of digital museum information. In this

work, a domain ontology and a semantic layer with refer-

ences to the actual objects of the digital collection like 2-D

or 3-D images and models were developed. Semantic Web

technology was mainly used for the purpose of system in-

tegration, as the existing information like textual metadata

on items is in many cases stored in separate collections and

legacy systems.

Finally, another project where Semantic Web technology

is applied in the multimedia domain is OREL (Ontology-

based Rights Expression Language) [26]. OREL is a rights

expression language designed on top of the OWL Web On-

tology Language. With the help of an OREL ontology, users

and applications can handle digital rights and permissions

at the semantic level. For instance, it is possible to express

that “Alice is granted to play the audio clip sample.mp3 for

five times free of charge before Christmas 2004”. However,

in fact this ontology implements a subset of the MPEG-21

Rights Expression Language (REL) [16, 37] and MPEG-21

Rights Data Dictionary (RDD) [17, 27] and it is still open

how these ontologies interoperate and whether they are fully

compatible.

All of the described approaches use Semantic Web tech-

nology basically as a tool for further semantic annotations

and domain-specific ontologies that go beyond the capabil-

ities of MPEG-7, that was designed with the goal of highly

accurate content description and retrieval. In our work, we

use Semantic Web technologies at a different level as we

aim at transforming the contents themselves and assume

that content annotations are expressed in terms of MPEG-

compliant metadata.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel, fully knowledge-

based approach for intelligent multimedia adaptation, which

is required in the context of the rapid evolution of new pos-

sibilities of multimedia consumption over the Internet.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows. First, we have shown how well-established,

domain-independent reasoning techniques from the field

of Artificial Intelligence can be applied to solve the real-

world problem of dynamic, semantics-based composition

of transformation steps for multimedia content adapta-

tion. The declarative approach allows us to build an ex-

tensible framework that is capable of flexibly integrat-

ing and re-using arbitrary external multimedia adapta-

tion components and that is thus robust against changes

and extensions in this very rapidly evolving application

domain.

As such, our approach on the one hand broadens the ap-

plication scope of AI technology and, on the other hand, for

the first time introduces knowledge-based technology into

emerging ISO/IEC MPEG multimedia standards. Moreover,

our framework establishes a new important link between the

up-to-then rather isolated standardization worlds of ISO/IEC

MPEG and W3C.

Our work also showed that the mechanisms of Semantic

Web Service technology have already reached a state such

that they can be used for describing and solving non-trivial

service composition problems. Although in our approach the

transformation services are not necessarily distributed over

the Web, we also see our work as a contribution to the field

of Semantic Web Services. Our work both describes a real-

istic application problem and test-bed for these techniques,
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but also emphasizes the fact that the existence of a shared,

commonly-agreed domain ontology is a fundamental prereq-

uisite for the success of Semantic Web Services.

The proposed framework was successfully evaluated in an

official ISO/IEC MPEG Core Experiment within the MPEG-

21 standardization process, to which some of the authors have

been actively contributing for several years. Our future work

mainly includes the continuation of the evaluation process,

the development of a stable reference implementation, and

finally the further propagation and integration of our work

into the MPEG-21 multimedia standards and into a digital

library system for personalized, content-based multimedia

retrieval and delivery.
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